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P U B L I S H E R ’ S  N O T E

THERE ARE PARTS OF KYOTO with troubled pasts 
similar to the old Harlem neighborhood in New York. 
Sujin is one such area. It has a bad image formed through 
news reports and rumors. People there were said to be 
discriminated against because of their nationality or birth. 
Even just a few years ago, it was a place that you wouldn’t 
casually stroll through.

Two years ago, a food-stall village—like an outdoor 
food court—was built there. The food court, called Sujin-
Shinmachi, was made in the style of the illegal market that 
used to be there (the illegal market is no longer there, and 
all the restaurants are operating legally now). Interested 
young people and tourists come to check out the village 
and often share a table and chat. The once vilified elders 
of this neighborhood now share meals with the curious 
youth who know nothing of the area’s past.

Kyoto has a long history. History creates the present. 
That’s the truth. But it’s also true that this moment is 
more important to us than what is past. 

Now & then
Thanks to your support, Origami celebrates its first 
anniversary. We’d like to introduce some very special 
Japanese gifts as part of our celebration. Check out the 
offerings at the end of this issue on page 26. Our history is 
still to be made, and we hope you make it with us.

Ryosuke Komori
President, Pike Japan Inc.
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THE TAMAGOYAKI PAN lets you make the softest and 
fluffiest pancakes ever. If you like fluffy pancakes, this is 
your dream pan. Have you heard of tamagoyaki, a tradi-
tional Japanese treat? Eggs are mixed with umami-filled 
dashi broth and cooked into the shape of a rolled cake. 
Despite the liquid ingredients, tamagoyaki needs to 
be airy and fluffy. The Tamagoyaki Pan was developed 
solely for this purpose.

Nakamura Douki Seisakusho has created one of the 
highest-quality pans available. The Tamagoyaki Pan 
is the perfect shape for cooking tamagoyaki, which 
explains why it can be found in the kitchens of many 
high-end sushi and Japanese restaurants. The pan is 
made of copper because tamagoyaki is cooked over low 
heat. Copper transmits the heat quickly and evenly, 
reducing the chances of unevenness or burning, which 
helps ensure that the tamagoyaki will turn out soft and 
fluffy. 

Nakamura Douki Seisakusho uses top-quality copper to 
make the pan. It produced the pan in consultation with 
chefs. The inside of the pan is layered with tin to pre-
vent oxidation. Unlike typical tin-plated copper pans, 
Nakamura’s Tamagoyaki Pan is coated with tin over 
heat layer by layer, which means fewer peel-offs and a 
sturdiness that keeps the pan working well for decades.

While it’s perfect for tamagoyaki, the pan is also great 
for pancakes and can be used to cook anything a normal 
frying pan can cook. Plus, making tamagoyaki is tricky, 
so why not stick to some fluffy and delicious flapjacks?S M A L L

B I G

TAMAGOYAKI PAN

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN
N A K A M U R A  D O U K I
S E I S A K U S H O
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ARCHITECT KENGO KUMA is known worldwide for infus-
ing the environment, nature and Japanese sensibility into the 
objects he designs. His latest creation is a moss, or Koke, rug.

Japanese people have always loved the unique and ev-
er-changing colors of moss. It brings a feeling of tranquility 
and austerity to Japanese gardens. Some gardens in Japan, 
known as koke niwa, are breathtaking for the way moss cov-
ers the ground, rocks, and trees.

Kuma chose Oriental Carpet as his partner to create the 
Koke rug. The company is home to traditional Japanese tex-
tile maker Yamagata Dantsu, one of the few maunfacturers 
in Japan that does everything – spinning, dyeing, weaving 
– in house. The rugs they produce are used in the Imperial 
Household, foreign embassies in Japan, and Vatican City.

The Koke rug uses 26 colors of yarns. It takes at least five 
years for the crafstpeople to master the weaving techniques 
involved in making the rugs. Per Kuma’s instruction, several 
different colors are used for a section that looks to the eye to 
be monotone. To successfully replicate the multilayered col-
ors of the moss, the craftspeople spend about two months 
on every Koke carpet. A living-room-size carpet will run a 
little more than $4,000.

“Usually, the floor is the only part of the architecture that 
people directly touch,” says Kuma. “Your eyes only contact 
the architecture indirectly, but your feet deeply converse 
with the building and the environment. Take your shoes off 
and feel the three-dimensional, uneven surface of the rug. 
It is just like feeling nature.” Step on the rug with your bare 
feet, and you will instantly feel like you have walked into a 
moss garden.

“KOKE” RUG

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

K E N G O  K U M A
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KITCHEN KNIVES PLAY an important role in Japanese 
cuisine, helping the cook create tasty and aesthetically 
pleasing dishes. A dull knife can wreak havoc on Japanese 
food because when you can’t slice quickly and cleanly, you 
run the risk of damaging food cells and draining your in-
gredients of their umami. Cut a piece of sashimi with a dull 
knife, for example, and you’re apt to lose a lot of the fish’s 
inherent flavor. That’s why chefs and housewives have kept 
their kitchen knives razor sharp for centuries. 

During the Edo Period (1603 – 1868), the heyday of the 
Japanese sword industry, Hirosaki in Aomori Prefecture was 
home to more than a hundred blacksmiths. Today, that tra-
dition lives on in Nigara Forging Co., a company with 350 
years of tradition in blacksmithing. Nigara is the purveyor 
of swords to The Grand Shrine of Ise and Meiji Shrine, con-
sidered to be in the highest class of shrines in Japan.

Nigara uses the traditional Japanese sword-forging process 
to create its blades. Their kitchen knives are extremely pop-
ular with top chefs from all over the world. The hard steel 
on the base of the blade is combined with a softer material 
called ferrite. They are manually hammered together over 
extremely high heat. Knives forged through this method are 
said to be able to slice through food without even applying 
pressure – they just slice through on the momentum of their 
own weight!

Nigara also offers knives with a beautiful Anmon design 
that features scenes in nature. These popular products will 
add a bit of wa to your kitchen.

www.nigara . jp /en / index .html

KITCHEN KNIVES

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

N I G A R A  F O R G I N G
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EVEN THE BEST kitchen knives can become dull over the 
course of daily use. In the past, every Japanese household 
would have a sharpening stone at home to keep their knives 
sharp. These days, fewer and fewer homes have them, and 
when they do, they often use artificial stones. 

But professionals who use edged tools at work like chefs, 
carpenters and sword polishers still use the real sharpening 
stones. 

There are three kinds of sharpening stones: arato (rough 
sharpening stone), nakato (intermediate sharpening stone), 
and shiageto (final sharpening stone). Natural arato and 
nakato can be mined everywhere in Japan except Hokkaido, 
but the naturally finished sharpening stones of Kameoka 
in Kyoto Prefecture are the only ones in the world that can 
perform as both nakato and shiageto sharpening stones. 

The natural sharpening stones from Kameoka are available 
at Totoriya. Totoriya opened in 1878. The fourth-genera-
tion president, Yozo Tsuchihashi, mines and finishes the 
rough stones himself.

The rough stones that are mined in Kameoka are made 
from alluvial clay and volcanic ash that have formed in the 
deep seabed around Hawaii from 250 million years ago. The 
deposition rate of the clay and ash is believed to be 1mm 
every 1,000 years. It is said that the sediment on the Philip-
pine Plate is gradually moving closer to the islands of Japan 
at the speed of several centimeters per year and that land 
deformation and mountain-building activities uplifted the 
alluvial deposits and caused them to appear in the Kameoka 
area in Kyoto purely by chance. With his 40 years of expe-
rience, Tsuchihashi only chooses the raw stones that are 
suitable for becoming sharpening stones. These stones are 
becoming more and more scarce each year.

Totoriya’s sharpening stones are smooth to use and will not 
damage the blades. You will have very sharp kitchen knives. 
The quality of these stones is recognized worldwide. In fact, 
a shipwright from the US visited the store not too long ago 
because he “must have the shiageto from Kameoka.”

Totoriya has an online shop in Japanese: www.toishi.jp. The 
sharpening stones start at a little more than $100 and top 
out at well over $1,000. The store serves customers from 
more than 40 countries including professionals such as vio-
lin luthiers in Italy, guitar luthiers in Spain, chefs in France, 
and at least one American shipwright.

Your kitchen knife may begin to resemble a Japanese sword 
with Totoriya’s sharpening stone!

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

SHARPENING 
STONE

T O T O R I Y A
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KOKURYU MUNI IS THE MOST expensive Japanese sake on the 
market. Here is the appraisal from Adrienne Saulnier-Blache, a 
renowned Japanese sake sommelier in France:

“Transparent hue with a touch of gold. It is creamy and buttery 
(rich and viscous) and has a scent of bread, white peaches, fresh 
pepper and ginger, and a hint of salt. The balance is brilliant 
and has great finesse. While the structure is bold, the elegant 
harmony of the water and the rice has produced a delicate taste; 
it is a stunning balance. This is a gorgeous Japanese sake with 
superb intensity.” 

So, what makes Kokuryu Muni Junmai Daiginjo Genshu different 
from other sake? First let’s go over some basics: A sake’s name indi-
cates how it was made. There are strict rules dictating what a sake 
can call itself. Distinctions such as honjozo, ginjo and daiginjo give 
us hints about the brewing process. 

In that process, it is important to isolate the starch, located in the 
center, from the rice grain. The more the outer layer of the rice grain 
is stripped away, the cleaner and more refined the sake will become.

If less than 30% of the grain is removed, the sake is called honjozo. 
If it is between 30% and 40%, it is called ginjo. When more than 
50% is milled and only the center part of the rice is used, the sake 
is called daiginjo.

Junmai means no alcohol is added. Distilled alcohol is often added 
to extract aromas and flavors from the fermenting mash. Genshu 
means 100% sake; no water is added once the sake-making process 
is complete. 

Once you’ve figured out the terminology, it’s clear that Kokuryu 
Muni Junmai Daiginjo Genshu is made by the highest brewing 
standards. Kokuryu Muni uses the pure snowmelt water from the 
Hakusan Mountain, located in a national park. Iron causes adverse 
effects on the color and taste of sake, but the water from the Haku-
san Mountain is well filtered as it flows down from an elevation of 
2,700 meters (about 8,860 feet). Thus, the water does not contain 
much iron.

The rice is grown in Kokuryu’s designated rice field in the Tojo 
region of Hyogo, arguably referred to as “grand cru” in Japan. 
Experienced brewers monitor the sake closely, watching for any 
variation in temperature and making sure the brew is under close 
surveillance 24/7. The sake is then matured in a cellar for five years 
where the temperature is maintained at -2°C (28.4°F).

Kokuryu Muni is an exquisite sake of the highest grade because of 
the time, effort and passion of the brewers. This year, 546 bottles 
of 2013 Kokuryu Muni hit the market. Each bottle retails for 
nearly $2,000.

KOKURYU MUNI  
2013  JUNMAI 
DAIGINJO GENSHU

 ( J A P A N E S E  S A K E )

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

K O K U R Y U  S A K E
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THE MONOTONE IMAGE of an old Zen monk and a traditional 
Japanese garden may look more like educational material for a class 
on Zen, but, believe it or not, this is a popular board game. It is 
called Karesansui, which is a type of Japanese garden.

Karesansui gardens were known as Zen temple gardens when they 
were first created in the 14th century. The gardens eliminate any-
thing ornate and portray natural scenery using only sand, stones, 
and moss. These gardens don’t even use water.

Karesansui gardens are extremely simplified so that they can be 
used to practice Zen meditation and induce metaphysical interpre-
tations. Hamon, a characteristic feature of a Karesansui garden, is a 
technique using white sand to depict the flow of water. Rocks and 
moss are deliberately, sometimes randomly, arranged over the sand 
to create a peculiar beauty.

With this unique board game, each player becomes a Zen monk 
and competes against others to create the most beautiful and ele-
gant Karesansui garden. Ultimately, a player will create his or her 
own garden by arranging 15 panels of hamon with a few rocks. The 
players must compete for the desired hamon panels and stones. The 
board game quantifies the “Zen spirit and artistry” of each garden, 
and a player with the highest score becomes the winner.

The rules call for players to actually practice Zen meditation 
during the game and earn bonus points called toku. In Zen Bud-
dhism, toku means “actions to become a person of virtue,” but in 
this game, once you accumulate a certain amount of toku points, 
you can snatch hamon panels from other players. The players will 
have to ask themselves, “Is it truly Zen-like to give up toku and go 
for the win?” 

The Karesansui game is suitable for ages 10 and up. Two to four 
players can play together. The players can glimpse the world of Zen 
in a mere 60-minute game.

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

KARESANSUI  
BOARD GAME

N E W  G A M E S  O R D E R
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BACK IN 1984 when Casio Databank made its debut, most 
watches were analog. Casio made a splash with its multi-
functional digital watch, which had an alarm clock, stored 
up to 10 phone numbers, had a keypad, and had a unique, 
futuristic look. Casio Databank soon became a megaseller. 

But PCs and cellphones caught up with and surpassed the 
pioneer wristwatch, and it seemed like Casio’s futuristic 
watch was destined for the 1980s nostalgia bin, along with 
VHS tapes and Sony’s Walkman. However, Casio Databank 
had some very faithful fans. By 1997, there were 340 versions 
of the Databank on the market!

Today, the latest Databank watches are cutting edge. There’s 
an email function, a phone book, a scheduling function, a 
URL memo function, a calculator, a train scheduler, a cam-
era, a voice recorder, and optical communication technolo-
gy. It’s like something Q would give James Bond!

In real life, newspaper columnist Mike Royko wore a Data-
bank and even wrote about it in an article about “the great-
est watch for men.” Royko was the ultimate curmudgeon, 
so for him to even mention it positively seems like a ringing 
endorsement!

The only thing holding Databank back? Despite all those 
functions, it still doesn’t connect to the Internet like other 
smart watches.

DATABANK

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

C A S I O
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IF YOU’VE EVER wanted your very own tearoom, read on. Tea-
rooms are essential for practicing the Way of Tea, called Chado or 
Sado in Japanese. The oldest tearoom was built in Jisho-ji, a Zen 
temple, in 1486. It provides the inspiration for current tearooms.

Tearooms are not meant to be big. About 7 square meters (or 75 
square feet) is sufficient. The materials are simple: wood, bamboo, 
mud, tatami. There is a small window for light. A flower vase with 
a hanging scroll and maybe an incense case are the only decor. They 
are arranged in a small alcove-like space called a tokonoma. There 
is no artificial lighting, so the host and guests will face each other 
in usually dim natural light. 

This sort of space helps create the proper atmosphere for a tea 
ceremony and is the inspiration for the architectural style of tra-
ditional Japanese houses.

While there are many different schools, today we’ll focus on the 
internationally famous Wabi-cha school, which comes directly 
from Zen Buddhism. Wabi-cha-style tea ceremonies began in the 
late 16th century with Sen no Rikyu, one of Japan’s great tea mas-
ters. The name “Wabi-cha” comes from the concept of wabi sabi, 
or a spiritual state that acknowledges dissatisfaction, forlornness 
and loneliness and calls on one to act modestly. In a tea ceremony, 
the tea is prepared in a way to calm you down and instill reflec-
tion. It is a type of spiritual training. 

It is also important to treasure meetings with people and give them 
the highest hospitality. This concept is called ichi-go ichi-e (“one 
time, one meeting”). In a tea ceremony, there is spiritual interac-
tion between the guests and the host. Everything—the garden, 
the teaware, the way the room is arranged, how the food is served, 
etc.—is done in a way to enhance that spiritual interaction. 

Bringing a tearoom into your world is no small feat. If your spir-
itual drive is there but you don’t have the money or the space for 
a full tearoom, consider the innovative ZEN-An, a tearoom in a 
suitcase. All the materials you need are in the suitcase. The tatami 
mat, wooden poles, bamboo blinds and other essentials are made 
with the utmost care. 

ZEN-An has been used at events in the United Nations, Paris, 
and Japan to create a tearoom space. Check out a video of a ZEN-
An tea ceremony at the United Nations here: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMCchOakPM0&feature=youtu.be

In September 2018, General Incorporated Foundation 
Ocha Kyokai held a contest at Kennin-ji Temple in Kyoto 
to appoint the “Tea Ambassadors” who will spread the 
merits of Japanese tea to the world. Tea ceremony was 
demonstrated in the ZEN-An tea room before the contest.

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

ZEN-AN
T S U B A K I  &  A S S O C I AT E S
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KOBO at Higo
604 South Jackson Street
Seattle, WA  98104

KOBO Capitol Hill
814 East Roy Street
Seattle, WA  98102 

koboseattle.com

The word KOBO translates from 
Japanese as “artist’s workspace,” 
a well-curated selection of 
contemporary art and design by 
Northwest and Japanese artists. 
KOBO gallery and shop is known 
for its fine jewelry, studio 
ceramics, textiles and a selection 
of modern Japanese home decor. 

Fine Jewelry by Han-Yin Hsu: 
earrings, polished brass with gold filled 
wires $180; Mahuika cuff bracelet, 
polished brass $220.

KOBO
JAPANESE LACQUERWARE has long 
fascinated the West. When Christian mis-
sionaries first came across urushi lacquer-
ware in Japan during the 16th century, they 
were so impressed with it, they brought 
pieces back to Europe and cal led the 
unique products “Japan.” Centuries later, 
more than 70 pieces were 
discovered in churches and 
monasteries in Spain.

In the 18th century, urushi 
pro ducts  were  in  vo g ue 
among European royalty 
and the artistocratic class. 
Maria Theresa, ruler of the 
Habsburg dominions, loved 
the art form so much, she 
dedicated a whole room in 
her palace to Japanese lac-
querware. It’s said she loved those products 
more than her diamonds.

Maria Theresa’s daughter, Marie-Antio-
nette, inherited about 50 pieces of Japanese 
lacquerware from her mother. 

The deep, glossy black of Japanese lacquer-
ware is one of the reasons it is beloved by 
Europeans. This comes from the sap of urushi 
trees, which don’t grow in Europe. Europeans 
tried to copy the look in a process known as 
“japaning,” where flax oil or copper oil was 
combined with black powder. Through trial 
and error, European artisans improved their 
lacquer, but the resulting look was no match 
for the deep black of urushi. 

Nonetheless, the process of “japaning” took 
root in cities like Braunschwieg (Bruns-
wick), Germany, home to Schimmel Piano 
Co. and Grotrian, manufacturers of luxu-
ry pianos. In those days, the pianos were 
wood-grain, but the companies started 
japaning them, which is why today’s pianos 

are jet black. That’s right, 
the color of pianos can be 
tied back to an aspiration 
for Japanese lacquer!

One of  the thing s that 
makes Japanese lacquer 
so beautiful is the maki-e 
technique, which was de-
veloped in Japan in the 8th 
century. Craftsmen would 
paint patterns on a plate 
or box with urushi lacquer, 

then sprinkle gold or silver powder over it. 
This phoenix display plate uses a technique 
called takamaki-e, or raised maki-e, which 
requires the highest standards of craftsman-
ship. The result is a phoenix, said to bring 
prosperity, that has three-dimensional 
depth to it.

Yamada Heiando went into business in 
1919 and has been supplying lacquerware 
to the Imperial Household in Japan ever 
since.

www.heiando1919.com

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

PHOENIX 
DISPLAY PLATE

Y A M A D A  
H E I A N D O



WANT TO WOW YOUR COWORKERS or class-
mates? Casually sharpen your Flower Pencil and 
watch their reaction as the shavings drop from the 
pencil in the shape of flower petals! The brightly col-
ored pencils, designed by Toshihiro Otomo in Japan, 
come in different shapes that create beautiful little 
petals when sharpened. Otomo says he was inspired 
by bellflowers, dandelions, red plums, and cherry 
blossoms. The fifth color, green, represents the ever-
green pines of Japan.

The eco-friendly pencils are made mostly from recy-
cled paper and are easy to sharpen. A set of five pen-
cils includes a pencil sharpener. Kobo is selling the 
Flower Pencils this holiday season at both its Capitol 
Hill and International District-Japantown stores. 

ANYONE WHO’S DONE BUSINESS in Japan 
knows how important first impressions are. 
Your first encounter with a person often revolves 
around the business card, or meishi, exchange. 
You should take the card in both hands and 
study the contents. Make a comment about the 
person’s title or the location of his or her office, 
thereby breaking the ice and showing that you 
are attentive and interested in your counterpart.

If the person you are meeting is higher rank-
ing than you, let them initiate the exchange. If 
you’re on equal status, either party can start the 
exchange. Also, if you’re sitting at a table, don’t 
put your counterpart’s card in your pocket; place 
it carefully on the table. It’s both polite and gives 
you a chance to remember the person’s name.

And if you really want to make a good impres-
sion, use a fashionable cardholder like the ones 
Kobo and Kobo at Higo, two stylish boutiques in 
Seattle, are offering this holiday season. The Kat-
amaku card case from Trinus in Japan provides 
a subtle touch in beige or a dash of color in the 
deep blue version. Present your cards with style 
and make that first impression work for you!

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

CARDHOLDER

FLOWER PENCILS

K O B O

K O B O
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JUST ABOUT EVERYONE KNOWS that rice is a staple food in 
Japan. But how many know that it has been a staple for a relatively 
short time in the country’s history? The first mentions of rice date 
back to the fifth century BC. But in the early days, it was a luxury 
food meant only for aristocracy and later the samurai class. The 
rest of Japan ate barley or millet.

About 100 years ago, around the same time that Zojirushi was 
founded, rice became a staple food for everyone in Japan. And 
as Japan’s diet changed, Zojirushi evolved to provide the corre-
sponding cookware. The company’s first product was a thermos 
to keep water hot. Today, it makes rice cookers, vacuum-insulated 
food jars, water boilers and much more. Zojirushi leads all chal-
lengers in the Japanese market for induction-heating rice cookers 
and warmers.

From mid-November through the end of the year, Zojirushi is 
holding a special campaign at Uwajimaya grocery store where 
you can get as much as $50 cash back when purchasing many 
of their products. This is a special chance for Seattle shoppers to 
get great deals on rice cookers, water heaters and more.

The hallmark of the Zojirushi lineup is the Micom Rice Cooker 
& Warmer (NS-LHC05). It incorporates the company’s technical 
knowhow accrued over many decades. The microcomputer-con-
trolled rice cooker can cook rice to perfection and keep it warm 
and with just the right taste. Seven menu settings help adjust to 
GABA brown rice, Jasmine rice and other types. The three-cup 
rice cooker is perfect for small families, or even single people since 
the rice cooker can cook as little as half a cup.

Zojirushi also has a water boiler that will make you appreciate 
green tea anew. Tea is a fickle drink, and if the water isn’t at the 
proper temperature, it can be an underwhelming one. Both green 
tea and matcha green tea should be prepared with hot water be-
tween 70°C and 80°C (158°F and 176°F). At this temperature, 
you will taste the naturally abundant umami, pleasant bitterness, 
and refreshing fragrance of the green tea. If you prepare your 
green tea in the same way you prepare your black tea, the result-
ing drink will be a bland imitation. The Micom Water Boiler & 
Warmer (CD-WHC40) keeps the water at just the right tempera-
ture so that you can enjoy green tea the way it is supposed to be 
served.

The boiler has a four-liter (about one gallon) capacity and its first 
innovative rust-resistant stainless-steel interior. It has four tem-
perature settings: 160°F (perfect for green tea), 175°F, 195°F, and 
208°F. You can also select the energy-saving Quick Temp mode, 
which heats the water to the selected temperature without bring-
ing the water to a boil.

N S - L H C 0 5

C D - W H C 4 0

RICE COOKERS &
WATER BOILERS 

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

Z OJ I R U S H I
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JAPANESE TEA NEEDS TO BE BREWED at just the right 
temperature to bring out its umami and fragrance. This can 
take a lot of work, which is why bottled tea is so poular in 
Japan. The problem is most bottled tea is made for the mass 
market and doesn’t bring out the true taste of green tea.

Thé D’or is the exception, a bottled tea that successfully 
brings out to the fullest the true umami and fragrance of Jap-
anese green tea and then bottles the tea in perfect condition.
In Japan, Thé D’or is served in high-end restaurants. The tea 
is very popular among those who do not drink alcohol; they 
can enjoy pairing Thé D’or with food just like Japanese sake  
or wine.

Thé D’or uses well-selected, organically grown tea leaves. The 
Tea Company has mastered the best extracting methods for 
each type of tea leaf. It offers three kinds of flavor from light 
to rich, depending on the tea leaves. The company also offers 
a variety of tea, including fermented tea and smoked tea.

The tea Origami would like to introduce in this issue is 
Gyokuro. It’s the highest-quality Japanese green tea with a 
unique flavor and sweetness. Gyokuro comes from old tea 
trees that are well fertilized. About two weeks before the 
leaves come out in spring, the tea trees are covered with bam-
boo mats or straw to limit their exposure to the sun. 

As a result, soft and long tea leaves are able to grow. Gyokuro 
is made with these young, deep-green tea leaves. Good tea 
leaves are said to be glossy and a very deep green, but the tea 
prepared with those leaves should be pale gold with a slight 
blue hue. Green tea should not be too bitter; it needs a bal-
ance between umami and sweetness.

Thé D’or Gyokuro is rich in umami, mildly sweet, and has 
a full, deep fragrance. We recommend pairing Thé D’or 
Gyokuro with matcha chocolates. Right now, there seems to 
be a little matcha chocolate boom in the US. Our favorite 
is the Matcha Bar from Fran’s Chocolates. The bar is made 
with organic matcha green tea to produce a very rich, green 
tea flavor.

Fran’s has been making chocolate for 30 years. It’s a favorite of 
Barack and Michelle Obama. The former president visited the 
store himself to buy chocolate.

Thé D’or is not available in the US right now, but the com-
pany tells us it will be serving tea at several high-end sushi 
restaurants in Seattle. Once it is sold here, you can pair Fran’s 
Matcha Bar with a bottle of Thé D’or for a match made  
in heaven.

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

THÉ D’OR 
BOTTLED TEA

T H E  T E A  C O M P A N Y
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THE PURE MALT SS2005  by Mitsubishi 
Pencil is the perfect ballpoint pen to pair with 
the Traveler’s Notebook. As the name “Pure 
Malt” suggests, the pen uses material from whis-
key-making. Whiskey is often aged in barrels 
made of 100-year-old oak; those barrels can be 
in use for as much as 60 years. The Pure Malt 
SS2005 is made from the whiskey barrels. 

Because they are made from the panels of the 
aged whiskey barrels, each ballpoint pen has a 
slightly different color and pattern. The color 
tends to resemble ebony. As you use the pen to 
write, it begins to shape to your hand. You won’t 
want any other pen from that time forward!

Get your leather-bound notebook and your whis-
key-barrel pen ready for your next trip to Japan! 

CAPTURE YOUR MEMORIES  with paper 
and pen on your next trip. You’ll thank your-
self years later, when you pick up the notebook 
and immediately travel in time back to that 
wonderful trip you once 
took .  It ’s  so much more 
substantial and likely to stay 
in your memory if you take 
notes the old-fashioned way.

This Traveler’s Notebook is 
made in a small factory in 
the Nakameguro neighbor-
hood of Tokyo. It was made 
with the traveler in mind. 
The carefully tanned leather 
cover feels good in your hands, and over time, 
will age into a deep glossy hue. You can insert 
maps, tickets, and memoribilia you find along 
the way into the pages. A thick rubber band 
helps keep everything in place.

The Japan-made paper feels good when writing 
and won’t parch and crinkle over time. Keep 
your travel memories alive for future reading!

Available at Kinokuniya Seattle,  
525 South Weller Street, Seattle, WA 98104

TRAVELER’S NOTEBOOK

PURE MALT SS2005 
BALLPOINT PEN

GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

T R AV E L E R ’ S  F A C T O R Y

M I T S U B I S H I  P E N C I L
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IT’S CHRISTMAS EVE,  and you haven’t even 
started buying those little stocking stuffers. What 
to do? We’ve got you covered. The following 
stocking-stuffer ideas can all be found at Uwaji-
maya grocery store in the International District, 
so you can get everything in one stop.

Uwajimaya stocks a wide variety 
of soothing facial masks from Asia 
to restore and revitalize skin. They 
help with brightening, whitening, 
tightening, hydration, and there are 
even a few that turn your loved one 
into a cute animal!

Deck out your kitchen this holiday season with 
lightweight, durable bamboo and beechwood 
kitchenware. You'll find measuring spoons, 
cutting boards, bowls, boxes, chopsticks, rice 
paddles and much more.

This is a perennial top-seller for Uwajimaya. The Salux cloth 
is part nylon and part polyester. It’s widely used in Japan and 
known for its ability to soften and smooth your skin.

Uwajimaya has everything you need, including 
bamboo mats, knives, bowls, rice servers and 
rice cookers of all sizes (though probably not 
small enough to fit into a stocking…).

Choose from an array of Asian 
car fresheners. Start the new 
year with a new scent!

Iwako’s adorable “puzzle erasers” are the ultimate 
collectibles. You can get sets of animals, food, 
vehicles, sports, and holiday-themed erasers. 
Perfect for people who like kawaii things.

Asian facial  masks 

Bamboo & beechwood 
kitchenware

Salux bath towel

Tools for making
spam musubi & sushi

Car air  fresheners

Iwako erasers

ORIGAMI’S

STOCKING-STUFFER GUIDE
GIFT IDEAS FROM JAPAN

The shelves and aisles of Uwajimaya are filled 
with many more stocking-stuffer options, so make 
sure to take a trip to the store and browse the 
aisles for some unique gifts this year-end. 
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Address: 551 N ish inomon - cho, H igashi i ru ,  Shich i jo - dor i , 
H igashiyama - ku, Kyoto 6 0 5 - 0 9 47 
Phone: +81-75 - 5 41- 3771  
Websi te:  ht tp: / / 7 jyo -kansyundo.co. jp

IN 1865, SEISHICHI FUJIYA OPENED a Japanese sweets shop on 
Shichijo-dori in Kyoto. More than 150 years later, the confectioner is 
still there selling traditional and often innovative Japanese sweets to 
its neighbors, including several temples and shrines. 

Despite its long history, Shichijo-Kansyundo is 
not bogged down by tradition. Throughout the 
years, it has become a sort of tradition for the 
president to offer something new to the menu, 
whether it be rice crackers, higashi (dry Japanese 
sweets), jyo namagashi (soft, delicate Japanese 
sweets) or other offerings. The current president 
has created a unique line of Kyogashi, or Kyo-
to-style sweets.

Shichijo-Kansyundo has three stores in Kyoto. 
Origami visited the main store on Shichijo-dori, which is located fair-
ly close to JR Kyoto Station, near Sanjusangendo, a Buddhist temple 
that is considered a national treasure, and the Kyoto National Muse-
um. The main store has a café right next to the shop. The café, Shaza 
Kissa, serves various Japanese sweets, from a matcha parfait to a lunch 
set that comes with an exquisite Japanese confection. If time allows, 
consider joining the store’s workshop and create your own Kyogashi.

The workshop is offered three times a day. Reservations are required, 
so make sure to contact them at least one day before your visit. The les-
son takes place in a traditional tatami-mat room. When we joined the 
workshop, there were five participants including us. After a brief intro-
duction of the history of Shichijo-Kansyundo, Mr. Irie, our instructor 
and the Kyogashi maestro, demonstrated how to make a beautiful Kyo-
gashi. Most of the instruction was given in Japanese followed by simple 
English explanations while he created one delicate confectionery after 
another in no time; it was like watching a magic show. 

The ingredients are already prepared. Mr. Irie 
teaches his students how to shape the sweets. 
It may sound easy, but it’s not. To our relief, he 
helped us whenever we needed guidance. The 
resulting confection did not exactly look like the 
ones Mr. Irie made, but it was such a fun experi-
ence and we got a glimpse into the world of tradi-
tional Japanese sweets-making. What a treat!

The workshop at the main store is offered for 2,000 
yen (about $18). You will make four sweets in one session under the 
instruction of an experienced Kyogashi craftsman. The duration of 
the workshop is about 60 to 90 minutes depending on the size of the 
group. At the end of the session, you will make your own cup of mat-
cha green tea and enjoy one of the sweets you have created.  

“Kyogashi” Workshop at Shichijo-Kansyundo 

H E  C R E AT E D  O N E  D E L I C AT E 

C O N F E C T I O N E R Y  A F T E R 

A N O T H E R  I N  N O  T I M E ;  

I T  W A S  L I K E  W AT C H I N G  

A  M A G I C  S H O W

C A F É
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At Gyu-Kaku, Japanese barbecue is fun, 

affordable and family friendly. This Bellevue 

version of the Japanese chain sources its 

beef from a private brand that also serves 

the Japanese stores, so you’ll be cooking the 

same types of beef at your table as patrons 

in Tokyo, Kyoto and Osaka. And the special 

exhaust system at each table completely 

takes the smoke away. It’s amazing technol-

ogy when you think that just a few years ago, 

eating at a yakiniku restaurant meant having 

your clothes smell like barbecue after the 

meal. At Gyu-Kaku, that’s never a problem.

Gyu-Kaku is surprisingly affordable consider-

ing the high quality of the dishes and the vol-

ume of the servings. Plentiful courses start 

at just $30 per person. A happy hour course 

fully feeds two people for just $50 (happy hours are daily from 3 to 5 

and 8:30 to close). And the a la carte menu is filled with vegetable and 

seafood options so that no one gets left out. 

On a recent visit, Origami’s team was treated to a bountiful meal cooked 

right at our table. The kalbi short rib was mouthwatering. A premium 
sirloin steak had just the right consistency and mouthfeel. The server 

pulled out a surprisingly large harami steak from a small pot. The $24 

steak was marinated in a mild miso that enhanced the beef’s natural 

flavors. It’s a great dish for sharing with a group of friends. 

The dipping sauces add fun and flavor to each bite. You can go spicy 

or opt for a citrusy ponzu or a deep and rich soy-sauce-based sauce. 

Our feast continued with tasty mushrooms, 
broccoli, spinach, lightly grilled shrimp 
and calamari, and a flavorful garlic fried rice 

and beef sukiyaki bibimbap. 

Gyu-Kaku, which literally means “horn of the 

bull,” is attractive yet unpretentious. It has a 

festive atmosphere perfect for parties or fami-

lies. While the menu is extensive and it’s easy 

to fill up on the delicious grilled meats, we rec-

ommend saving room for dessert. When the 

meat and veggie grilling is done, a server will 

bring a clean grill face to your table so that you 

can make s’mores, a family favorite. Or, try a 

Lady M cake—Gyu-Kaku is the only restaurant 

in the greater Puget Sound area that serves 

this delectable and immensely popular cake.

Reservations can be made right on the website via Open Table. Host 

your next family get-together, work outing or friendly gathering here. 

You won’t be disappointed.

Authentic Japanese 
BBQ at Gyu-Kaku  

14506 NE 20th Street, Suite 2

Bellevue, WA 98007

Phone: (425) 296-8818

Open 11:30 to 10:30 every day

www.gyu-kaku.com/bellevue
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There’s a sure way to make sure the guests at your next party are happy: make 

sure there are plenty of sushi platters from Ten Sushi on hand. A platter of 

fresh, colorful sushi sends a signal that you care about your guests. Break the 

endless chain of congealed pizzas and flavorless chopped vegetables partygoers 

get served this time of year. Feed them sushi and watch them smile.

Ten Sushi operates two restaurants in Seattle: one in lower Queen Anne, and 

the other in Little Shangai on Jackson Street. Japanese Owner-Chef Shinichiro 

Takahashi prides himself on being on time, delivering traditional Japanese tastes 

and having an extremely clean operation. 

While Ten Sushi provides traditional taste, Chef Takahashi also has a lighter side. 

Some of his original creations will blow your mind. For example, try the Love is a 
Battlefield roll ($15), a deep-fried roll with barbecued eel, avocado, seared spicy 

snow crab, Japanese mayo, cream cheese, eel sauce, and a dollop of tobiko fish 

eggs. A battlefield indeed! 

Platters of sushi and sashimi are reasonably priced. Takahashi also offers a wide 

variety of izakaya offerings such as karaage chicken, croquettes, takoyaki, tem-

pura, gyoza and much more. Platters can be ordered for pickup or delivered by 

your favorite online delivery company. For special occasions, consider having 
Chef Takahashi cater your next party. He’ll serve sushi in front of your guests!

Ten Sushi is a favorite of some of the high-tech and social media companies 

around South Lake Union. During the day, the restaurant fulfills large take-out 

orders for them while keeping the conveyor belt at the Queen Anne store stocked 

with fresh dishes.

Before you order, visit the website tensushiseattle.com and sign up by email for 

Ten Sushi’s mailing list to receive a $5 discount off your next purchase.

Take your  
party to the next  
level with Ten Sushi

 
 
 
 

Ten Sushi 
Open 11 to 10 da i l y 
tensushisea t t le .com

Lower Queen Anne store 
5 0 0 Mercer St .  #2B 
Seat t le ,  WA 9 810 9 
20 6 .4 5 3 .3 8 81

L i t t le Sa igon store 
1207 Jackson St . 
Seat t le ,  WA 9 814 4 
20 6 .5 6 8 .0 4 0 4
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星
“Star.” This kanji means someone with  

outstanding talent. 

大
This kanji means “large,” “many,”  

“important” or “brilliant.”

主
This kanji means a “governor.”  

 One who becomes a central figure  
in his or her community.  

都
This kanji denotes a “capital.” It is where a 

palace of the son of heaven is located. It also 
implies elegance and beauty.

Put these characters together and it 

means: One who is amazingly talented 

and becomes the central figure among 

the people (and cats) around her.  

She is bright and beautiful. 

Babies, doggies, kitties, even potbelly piggies… kids and pets are fair game for our column on kanji names. 

Interested? Contact us at info@pikejapan.com and get your little loved one on our waiting list.

To submit your baby or pet for consideration for a future issue of Origami, 

tag us with #origamikanji on social media or email info@pikejapan.com.

T H I S  I S S U E ’ S  W I N N E R :
Stardust 

Here is her  
name in kanji:

Stardust is a 12-year-old pixie bob. She loves music and socializing with her 
neighborhood cat visitors who come by her window daily to meow hello.

The meaning behind the 
brushstrokes:

K A N J I  F O R  K I T T I E S
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Gifts that would 
surprise even 
Santa!
Kinokuniya bookstore is about so much more than books. The store, 

tucked into a corner of the ID and sharing a doorway with Uwajimaya 

grocery store, is chock full of toys, stationery, magazines, stickers, pens 

and pencils, T-shirts, the latest oddities from Japan and, yes, some very 

cool books. If you are shopping for a friend or family member who has 

everything, Kinokuniya is the place to go.

Bet that friend who has everything hasn’t discovered 

Gudetama, for example. The grumpy egg character 

from Sanrio is being called “the Hello Kitty of Japan’s 

millennial generation.” Goods with Gudetama are 

very popular in Japan and now you can get them in 

Seattle. The sunny-side down egg’s catchphrases are 

“ugh,” “never mind” and “seriously, I can’t.” We all 

have at least one friend who deserves a Gudetama.

Kinokuniya is also the official retailer of Studio Ghibli 
goods. Totoro, Ponyo, and the gang from Spirited 

Away await. Everything from huge plushies to tiny 

packets of stickers to 2019 wall calendars will thrill 

your favorite anime fan.

Or for the more business-minded, how about a 

Platinum pen gift set? These are fine, durable and 

stylish pens that are just right for the budding nov-

elist or businessperson. The store even stocks pens 

coated with Japan’s urushi lacquer. And for the bad speller? A Frixion 

erasable pen, perhaps.

Kinokuniya teems with interesting, high-end stationery from Japan 

that is oh-so well designed and uses durable, high-quality paper. Look 

through all the notebooks and sticky notes and writing pads – there is 

bound to be something to suit your style.

For example, send your son or daughter back to school with a ukiy-

oe-style Godzilla shirt. The shirts have been strong sellers at the Seattle 

Kinokuniya store. Or maybe the octopus plushie will tickle their fancy. 

If you’re not sure what to buy someone, Kinokuniya is a great store to 

broaden your gift-buying horizons. Plus it’s just a lot of fun to browse 

the aisles.

Kinokuniya Seat t le 
525 S . Wel ler  St .  ( Ins ide Uwaj imaya) 
Seat t le ,  WA

Tel:  20 6 - 5 87-2477

Mon – Sat :  10am – 9 pm 
Sun: 10am – 8pm
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Willows Preparatory School in Redmond 

is on track to become a fully authorized 

International Baccalaureate® school 

next spring. The students represent 31 
countries and 33 different languages 
are spoken at home. This rich diversi-

ty is celebrated by the teachers as they 

help the young students learn how to 

be world citizens. The school is imbued 

with a positive energy that can be felt 

in the hallways and the intimate class-

rooms (the average class size is 12 – 13 

students).

Willows provides a rigorous academic 

curriculum to 6th–8th grade students. 

“The school has the energy of a start-
up that’s just about to go public,” 

says Philip Razem, the head of school. 

“Teachers are encouraged to take risks. 

We give our teachers the freedom to 

paint the picture in the frame we supply.” 

WPS teachers teach their students how 

to think and learn and don’t rely on rote 

memorization. The motivation and pas-

sion of the teaching staff help the stu-

dents consistently score two grades 

above the US average on the Iowa Tests 

of Basic Skills (ITBS) year after year.

Nearby, a high school building is going 

up. The first class of high school will 

begin next fall. But International Bacca-

laureate® schools group students a little 

differently from traditional American 

middle schools, Razem explains. The IB 

curriculum groups the middle years as 

6th through 10th grade, with 11th and 

12th grade dedicated for university level 

courses that can earn college credit.

Willows is growing, Razem says, and 

the student body is expected to be 

about 135 next school year. Still, even as 

it grows, the school retains an intima-
cy that allows students and teachers 
to work together and gives students 

room to explore. If you’re looking for a 

school that can help your child see and 

understand the world beyond our Amer-

ican borders, check out Willows Prep at 

one of its periodic open houses.

Wil lows Preparator y School 
1228 0 Redmond - Woodinv i l le Rd. NE 
Redmond, WA 9 8 0 52 

ht tp: / / w i l lowsprep.com/

  

Advertising Partner Feature

Willows Prep readies students to be world citizens 

KYOTO SEIKA UNIVERSITY APPOINTED  Professor Oussouby 
Sacko president of the university this spring, marking the first time a 
person from the African continent was appointed president of a Japa-
nese university, according to Japan’s Ministry 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology. 

The historic appointment marked the latest 
achievement by the 51-year-old Professor 
Sacko in what is an incredible life story. He 
was born in the Republic of Mali, one of the 
least-developed countries in West Africa, and 
finished high school there. He then went to 
China in 1985, spending six years there as an 
international student. He and other African 
students faced some intense racial discrimination along the way and 
he eventually decided to resettle in Japan.

In 1991, he entered Kyoto University’s graduate school. Throughout 
his life, Sacko has shown a knack for language learning. He quickly 
took to Japanese and is now fluent, but he also speaks English, French 

and Chinese. Sacko eventually completed his 
engineering doctorate at Kyoto University. 

In 2001, he started teaching humanities 
courses at Kyoto Seika University. He taught 
architecture, field-study methods, and ur-
ban-design classes. In 2013, he became the 
Humanities Department chair, and this year, 
the university appointed him president.

Professor Sacko says he promised himself to 
“try my very best like the Japanese do.” Sacko 

has spent his career researching the question of what sort of commu-
nal space induces the optimal happiness in humans. It seems that in 
Japan, he has found that optimal space for himself.  

E D U C A T I O N

Man from Mali becomes  
university president in Japan

S A C K O  H A S  S H O W N  A  K N A C K  F O R 

L A N G U A G E  L E A R N I N G .  H E  Q U I C K LY 

T O O K  T O  J A P A N E S E  A N D  I S  N O W 

F L U E N T ,  B U T  H E  A L S O  S P E A K S 

E N G L I S H ,  F R E N C H  A N D  C H I N E S E .
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The flavors of matcha and chocolate fill your mouth at the very first bite. 

Misato, the owner and the pâtissiere of Pastry Mitten, creates traditional 

French sweets with contemporary techniques that she learned at a French 
pastry shop in Kyoto. She uses Japanese ingredients such as matcha with 

flair. She also offers delicious seasonal pastries that reflect the changing sea-

sons.

Pastry Mitten’s sweets will bring a smile to your face. Everything, from the 

macarons to the decorative chocolates, is made from scratch. Her pas-

tries are not overly sweet. The strawberry cakes are wonderfully moist. The 

mousse cakes have several layers of mousse that complement each other to 

create the perfect mix of flavors. Pastry Mitten also offers easy-to-eat pas-
tries such as cream puffs and small-size pound cakes. Her delicate cakes may 

remind you of the tranquil atmosphere of Kyoto.  

Bento-ya Goemon is known for its delicious, healthy and filling bento lunches, but did you know that 

Owner-Chef Kazuo Ishikawa and his staff also cater parties and corporate events? Their catering services 

include the ever-popular bentos as well as party trays of sushi, karaage fried chicken, pork katsu, and 

many more traditional Japanese dishes. Chef Ishikawa has a simple rule of thumb: “I only include items 

on the menu that I as a Japanese person want to eat.”

Chef Ishikawa’s bentos have become a big hit with Japanese 

moms on the Eastside. The boxed lunches are well-known for their 

generous portions. Ask Ishikawa and his staff to cater your next 
business event or friendly gathering, and you’ll be sure to see 

lots of satisfied smiles from the attendees. 

BENTO -YA GOEMON  
70 0 N W Gi lman Blvd .  Ste.  E -10 3A 
Issaquah, WA 9 8 027 

Te l :  425 - 677-74 6 0  
w w w.bentoyagoemon.com

 H O L I D A Y  C A T E R I N G  S P E C I A L  S E C T I O N 

Choose Japanese food for  
your holiday party!

THE HOLIDAY SEASON HAS COME! Are you hosting a party this year?  
Be it a home party or a company party, try something new for this  

holiday season. Catered Sushi, Bento, or Raw Fish Plate is sure to make  
a lasting impression. Japanese-inspired French desserts will be a  

great addition to the party as well.

Advertising Partner Features

Let Bento-ya Goemon Cater Your Next Event

Pastry Mitten’s cakes, pastries 
bring to mind a quiet Kyoto day

Pastry Mitten accepts orders for birthdays, recep-

tions, and home parties. By advanced orders only. 

Orders are accepted via the company website. 

For inquiries, please contact the store by phone 

or email.

PASTRY MIT TEN 
Emai l :  past r ymit ten@gmai l .com 
Phone: 20 6 - 4 9 9 - 0 5 0 8

P ick up locat ion:  13226 SE 3 0 th St ,  Su i te B -1 
Bel levue WA 9 8 0 0 5

Pick up time: 11am – 4pm, closed on Thursdays. 
P lease order at  least f i ve days in advance.  

w w w.pas tr ymi t ten .com
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If you’re throwing a party this holiday season, Seattle Fish Guys in the Central 

District is your go-to partner. They have affordable, delectable and eye-pleasing 

platters, original gifts, and an array of mouthwatering dishes like their black cod 
kasuzuke and smoked salmon belly, which tends to sell out as soon as it’s 

stocked.

“Boss Lady” Desiree Chinn will put together a great gift package of sake or wine 
with smoked salmon starting at $50. Attractively wrapped together with a bow, 

it’s the perfect gift to bring to a house party.

Owner Sal Panelo and his crew can tailor platters to your whims and wishes. 

Custom sashimi platters start at just $80. Sal will put together any combination 

you want, including bento boxes, platters with an assortment of simple, Hawaiian-

style poke, Hokkaido scallops, smoked sea bass, red snapper (a favorite at year-

end in Japan), oysters or anything else they have in stock. The black cod kasuzuke 

at $27.99/lb melts in your mouth. But if you want a large order, make sure to call 

ahead. And please give the team 48 hours on any out-of-the-ordinary orders. The 

Fish Guys will ship overnight nationwide, too. 

If you get a chance to drop into the store at 23rd & Jackson, you’ll see that the Fish 

Guys love supporting local businesses. Check out the desserts from Patrick’s 
Café & Bakery and Hood Famous Bakeshop, for example. And don’t miss the 

Umami Kushi pepper from Harold Fields and menu art by Dozfy. The Fish Guys 

store seems like a mini-Pike Place Market with better parking.

If you want to have a delicious seafood spread this holiday season and feel good 

about yourself for supporting a vital local business, then look no further than 

Seattle Fish Guys.

Seattle Fish Guys 
know how to party

SEAT TLE F ISH GUYS 
411 23rd Ave. S . 
Seat t le ,  WA 9 814 4

Open 10 to 6 :3 0 (5:3 0 on Sundays)

Phone: (20 6 ) 4 8 5 -73 8 8 
Emai l :  seat t lef ishguys@gmai l .com 
w w w.seat t le f ishguys .com
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Traditional Japanese Art
–––––––

Handcrafted Urushi Lacquerware

E XC LU SI V E U . S .  DI S T R I BU TOR O F WOR L D -R E NOW N E D YA M A DA H E I A N DO L ACQU E RWA R E

–––––––
www.heiandoamerica.com

usa@heiando.com



C O L O R I N G

Send us photos of your finished product by tagging them  

#origamimagazine on social media. Scan the QR code or visit 
https://pikejapan.com/nurie to see a fully colored example.

The Great Wave off Kanagawa
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ZOJIRUSHI INSTANT  
SAVINGS AT UWAJIMAYA
Get up to $50 cash back through December 31, 
2018, when you purchase Zojirushi products at 
Uwajimaya. See a store clerk for details. No cou-
pon necessary.

And tell ’em Origami sent you!

PRIZE #1   FIVE WINNERS

Teinei
$50 gift certificate celebrating Teinei’s 1st anniversary

PRIZE #3   TEN WINNERS

Menya Musashi
20% discount coupon

PRIZE #2   TEN WINNERS

Junkichi Robata-style Izakaya
10% discount coupon

PRIZE #4   TEN WINNERS

Ten Sushi
 $20 gift certificate

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN gift certificates and  

coupons from these excellent restaurants. All entries must be  

received by December 31, 2018 to be eligible. To enter, go to  

https://pikejapan.com/gift2018 or scan the QR code on this page.

G I F T  C E R T I F I C A T E  &  C O U P O N  G I V E A W AY S
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HAPPY HOURS DAILY

MODERN JAPANESE
CUISINE WITH A

LATIN FLAIR 500 BELLEVUE WAY NE
SUITE 130    BELLEVUE

1400 1ST AVE   SEATTLE
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